






























































From: dean willie
To: Todd Stamm
Cc: Steve Friddle
Subject: auto mall
Date: Friday, March 27, 2015 12:24:33 PM

       march 27, 2015

         to the olympia city planners and all other concerned parties,
>>>
>>> it has become apparent to anyone that has been paying attention, that toyota,  one of the largest
and most influential dealers in the auto mall has acquired a large property outside the city of olympia
and appears to be planning some sort of move there.
>>> the apparent reason for this move, is primarily due to the lack of available properties within the
auto mall for expansion.
>>> the city is in a unique position at present to remedy this situation by adding nearly 10 acres of
adjacent properties to the auto mall.
>>> however, if decisive action is not soon taken, showing the remaining auto mall dealers and tenants
that the city understands this deficit, and fully intends to remedy the situation and create a solution to
the lack of properties in the auto mall, then the exodus may well continue, further depleting the 
potential revenues from the auto mall.
>
>>>  the owners of the available 9.4 acres adjacent to the auto mall, at the request of the planners,
have made application to the city to change the zoning of those properties from R6-12  to AS, auto
services.
>>>   however, it  has been noted that access, at present, is unavailable.
>>
>> we have been in contact with several of the dealers remaining in the auto mall, and they have
indicated that without actual "street frontage", lemon/wellington heights is really nothing more than an
adjacent parking lot and not much use to them. without connected street frontage lemon would not add
real viable properties for expansion.
>>
>> the solution to this dilemma is, of course, to open thru street access inside lemon itself.
>> there are no fewer than four viable potential entry points from the auto mall. those entry points do,
however, need the active support and assurances from the city in order to be opened;
>>>  1)  the first and most obvious entry point is between chrysler/jeep and honda's used car lot to
the east, over the existing 20 foot city owned sewer easement.
>>>  2) the second entry point is via the paved, 30+ foot wide alley/street/driveway between the
honda dealership and nissan/pde auto.
>>>  3) the third is via the vacated 18th ave accessed from decature, and
>>>  4) the fourth is via an existing 20 foot easement in the northeast corner of the property.
>>>
>>>  any, or all of these are available if the city is, indeed, serious about rectifying this deficit by
becoming proactive about this problem. working with, and assuring the owners of all properties 
concerned that expansion of the available properties is going to happen, and is indeed, imminent.
>>
>>  actual street frontage is what is needed by the dealers, it is the only thing that adds real,
meaningful properties for expansion of the auto mall.
>>>
>>>  at this point, the city of olympia is at a crossroads;
>>>    by inactivity and indecisiveness the city can allow the exodus of revenue creating businesses
and abet them in planing their defection to other locations....
>>>  or,
>>>    the city can build confidence at the auto mall by being proactive. the city can assure the future
of the auto mall by aiding and championing  the expansion of the auto mall, and by assuring all the
property owners and tenants that the city is fully committed to the health and prosperity of the auto
mall.
>>>   but positive and proactive action is needed now to stem the flow of business from the auto mall.
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>
>> so, on advice of city planners, and resulting from conversations with dealers, lemon properties llc
hear by, respectfully and regretfully, withdraws the lemon properties/wellington heights from
consideration for comprehensive plan and zoning changes this year.
>> hopefully this will be a temporary situation.
>>
>> regards,
>> dean willie,
>> lemon properties llc.
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